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Brilliant Marketing: What the best marketers know, do and say (Brilliant Business)FT Press, 2009

	Marketing. Everyone knows it’s really hard to do well and marketers have never been under so much pressure. More questions are being asked about value and effectiveness than ever before. We live in a world of turbulence and flux. This book gives you the tools and the motivation to deal with this change and to go out and be described as...
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Penetration Testing with PerlPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Perl to perform professional penetration testing


	About This Book

	
		Write your own custom information security tools using Perl and object-oriented Perl modules
	
		Apply powerful Perl Regular Expression syntax to finely tune intelligence gathering techniques
	...
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Java Testing with SpockManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Java Testing with Spock teaches you how to use Spock for a wide range of testing use cases in Java. Readers new to Groovy will appreciate the succinct language tutorial that'll give you just enough Groovy to use Spock effectively.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,...
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Windows 2000 API SuperBibleSams Publishing, 2000
Following in the tradition of the Win 95 and Win32 NT SuperBibles, this book is a comprehensive reference for all of the APIs needed by the Windows programmer.  It is arranged topically with related functions presented in the same chapter.  Using relevant examples that are complete and appropriate to the task at hand, the user will be able to...
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Sun Certified Programmer & Developer for Java 2 Study Guide (Exam 310-035 & 310-027)McGraw-Hill, 2002
The Only Certification Study System Based on 300,000+ Hours of IT Training Experience
	100% Complete Coverage--All official test objectives for exams 310-035 and 310-027 are covered in detail  
	Hands-on Exercises--Step-by-step instruction modeled after classroom labs  
	Exam Watch--Warnings based on thorough...
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Animation Writing and Development, : From Script Development to Pitch (Focal Press Visual Effects and Animation)Focal Press, 2005
"The real value of this tome lies in its concise technical approach, offering newcomers various route-maps through the storytelling maze." - Imagine magazine     

       Become a successful Animation Writer!     

       The art.  The craft.  The business.  Animation Writing and Development takes students and...
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IronRuby UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010
Ruby has built an enormous following of developers attracted by its intuitiveness, flexibility, and simplicity. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s .NET has grown and matured into a platform of unparalleled power. IronRuby brings them together, enabling developers to write elegant, efficient Ruby code that seamlessly...
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Guide to Intelligent Data Analysis: How to Intelligently Make Sense of Real Data (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2010

	The main motivation to write this book came from all our problems to find suitable material for a textbook that would really help us to teach the practical aspects of data analysis together with the needed theoretical underpinnings. Many books out there tackle either one or the other of these aspects (and, especially for the latter, there are...
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Professional Web Video: Plan, Produce, Distribute, Promote, and Monetize Quality VideoFocal Press, 2010

	This book is written for those who need to create professionalquality
	web video or podcasts. We set out to write a book that
	would offer expert-level advice on all aspects of web video. We
	realize most of you reading this will have diverse backgrounds, so
	we will attempt to deliver information at two levels.


	The body of the...
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Security Trends for FPGAS: From Secured to Secure Reconfigurable SystemsSpringer, 2011

	It is a great pleasure for me to write this foreword about a book that comes out
	of one of the first research projects funded by ANR, the French National Research
	Agency. ANR was established by the French government in 2005 to fund research
	projects, based on competitive schemes giving researchers the best opportunities to
	realize...
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AngularJS: Up and Running: Enhanced Productivity with Structured Web AppsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If want to get started with AngularJS, either as a side project, an additional tool, or for your main work, this practical guide teaches you how to use this meta-framework step-by-step, from the basics to advanced concepts. By the end of the book, you’ll understand how to develop a large, maintainable, and performant...
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The Developer's Guide to DebuggingSpringer, 2008
Software has bugs. Period.

That's true, unfortunately. Even the good old "hello, world" program, known to virtually every C and C++ programmer in the world, can be considered to be buggy. Developing software means having to deal with defects; old ones, new ones, ones you created yourself, and those that others brought to life....
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